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ABSTRACT 

This issue brief will focus on the contemporary ongoing advancements of Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) in Navy. AI has already seeped into the most basic and crucial parts of our lives through 

high-ranking global competitive companies. From face recognition to personalized social 

media feeds to smart gadgets to online marketing to banking, everything involves AI which 

observes user patterns and online foot prints based on which it optimizes its actions and 

functioning. Similarly, recently the use of AI has been aggressively deliberated and researched 

upon and there is no reason why this level of restrained AI should not be generously deployed 

in the department of defense. Monitored AI can provide low-cost and more efficient solutions 

compared to human effort. However, till now experts have only been able to figure out how to 

use AI for tasks which don’t have complex algorithms. This is mainly due to the limited 

advancement in AI itself. We have not yet been introduced to AI which can think on its own 

and act on its personal experiences and observations. In this paper the attention will mostly be 

given to these very contemporary as well as near-future advancements in the domain of Navy. 

Inventory management, naval warfare, efficiency, training, navigation, logistics as well as 

threat detection are a few things that are discussed further through the paper. Along with the 

leading Naval Forces in the world we will also about the accessibility of data with regard to AI, 

the extensive process of creating algorithms, connectivity issues as well as the paranoia induced 

through sci-fi media which leave this asset under-utilized towards the end.     

INTEGRATION OF AI INTO THE NAVY 

Navy out of the three forces historically has been neglected in terms of proper /adequate 

investment. However, this trend is slowly being reversed and countries are making endeavors 

to gain profit through investments and putting it to optimal use which has further attracted 

investments. The integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) into 

navy at this time is crucial as it will help in forming a strong and reliable foundation for further 

innovations and AI related developments. For future developments to be smooth the foundation 

of the maritime forces which involves maintenance, basic administration, navigation, 

optimization of manpower, noncombat roles, reduced costs for the same should be strong. This 

will enable the navy to deploy sailors for tasks which actually require human interference and 
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supervision. The AI based technology can easily take up such repetitive and laborious tasks 

that too for lower costs. The savings on the investment and manpower will add to resources 

which will further help in keeping the department of navy up to date. In the next section we 

will take a look at these cutting-edge innovations that are slowly being procured by various 

Navies of the world. 

NAVAL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS  

To further understand, in theory, the functioning of the AI that has been talked about in this 

brief we will look at one operation each for Productivity, Navigation, Logistics, Threat 

Detection and Training. These operations are still in the process of being studied and have not 

been adopted by the Department of Navy entirely as of yet. This is the age of the fourth 

Industrial Revolution which is marked by the transaction of data and technology and the navy 

is still in its very early stages.  

Naval Warfare 

Integration of AI in navy will help in developing new offensive ships and submarines which 

will be able to perform various functions at once. This will not only result in more deadly 

attacks but will also save on the number of ships and manpower required to carry out such tasks 

separately on separate ships and separate locations. One such unmanned submersible is the one 

recently acquired by the US Navy, based on Boeing’s Echo Voyager prototype UUV Orca 

Extra Large Unmanned Undersea Vehicles (XLUUVs). 

This is a 15.5m long submersible which offers a range of 6,500 nautical miles and numerous 

months of operation on a single fuel module. It uses a Kalman filtered inertial navigation unit 

aided by a set of doppler velocity logs, and depth sensors to navigate underwater since it can 

only use GPS at the surface. This is a multi-functional, offensive undersea vehicle which can 

indulge in mine countermeasures, anti-submarine warfare, anti-surface warfare, electronic 

warfare and strike missions. It was also put to test. Ocean testing tasks included charging the 

battery, controlling the vehicle in currents and wave action, submerging the vehicle and 

returning to the surface. Echo Voyager returned to sea in 2018 through early this year for Bravo 

sea trials, designed to expand the operational envelope from the initial test series.” a Boeing 

spokesperson said. 1 

Navigation 

The current system of navigating in water has proven to be very problematic for the department 

of navy and has also been heavy on the capital resources due to the number of avoidable 

collisions. These incidents can be checked by deploying AI for such tasks which will make 

navigation reliable and efficient. It will help in detecting obstacles in unfavorable conditions 
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and from a great distance. This will also give more time for maneuvering past the object without 

putting too much pressure on the sailor. Sea Hunter is one such autonomous ship procured by 

the US Navy which performs most of its functions without human interference. The most 

surprising part about this ship is its completely autonomous navigation system. Sea Hunter 

became the first ship to autonomously navigate from San Diego to Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and 

back without a single crew member aboard and without any major collision. 

Sea Hunter: unmanned US Naval ship  

The Sea Hunter is the first entirely unmanned sea voyager. It was engineered by Reston, Va.-

based Leidos. They say that it is navigated by a specially designed artificial intelligence (AI), 

which assimilates the required data from sensors, radars and AI cameras installed on the vessel. 

It can be on its own for weeks while performing various functions like tracking enemy 

submarines, removing mines, detecting torpedoes and acting as a communication relay. Like 

any other AI based autonomous naval vehicle this ship also costs way less than fully manned 

ships. Operating Sea Hunter costs $20,000 a day, which is 35 times less than the daily running 

costs of an Arleigh Burke-class destroyer ($700,000). 2 

Logistics 

Correct calculation of anything is extremely important in navy. Similarly, stocking is one of 

the biggest issues as overstocking is as bad as under stocking. Effective inventory management 

is the solution to the problem of loss of cash due to over spending. The improvement of the 

logistics department with the help of AI/ML will lead to reduced dependence on human 

intelligence for data analytics; reduced workload on inventory managers; establishing of 

intelligent consumption patterns; efficiently manage warehouse space; accelerated response to 

consumer demand; and generating reports and alarms for inventory managers. 

Scheduling combat logistics force replenishments at sea for the US Navy 

The Replenishment at Sea Planner (RASP) is saving the U.S. Navy millions of dollars a year 

by reducing fuel consumption of its Combat Logistics Force (CLF). CLF shuttle supply ships 

deploy from ports to rendezvous with underway U.S. combatants and those of coalition partners. 

The RASP has till now helped schedulers generate a daily schedule and animates it using 

Google Earth, and has automated reports command-to-ship messages that are essential for keep 

this complex logistics system properly functioning. It will gradually also help in assuming the 

supply of goods needed by keeping tabs on the activities and behaviour patterns of the sailors 

in the ship close by. Using a data base containing spherical polygon vertices defining obstacles, 

as well as port and canal entrance locations, all AOR positions are automatically connected via 

minimum-distance great-circle ocean routes avoiding obstacles using a purpose-built algorithm. 
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Threat Detection 

 Threat detection in navy usually involves spotting static as well as moving objects in the route 

finalized for carrying out any task. This further helps in navigating efficiently and avoiding 

collisions and unwanted confrontations and encounters with underwater mines. In a research 

conducted by Albert Michael we see how pre-processing and minimum risk routes have been 

combined to navigate aircraft carriers for a successful flight.  

Air asset to mission assignment for dynamic high-threat environments in real-time 

‘This thesis develops pre-processing algorithms and a mixed integer programming model that 

solves the route selection and asset-to mission assignment problem in the presence of threat 

air-defense systems. The model and algorithms used reduces the planning timeline and 

coordination burden by handling the heavy computational aspects of the planning process. It 

takes as input current aircraft, target, and threat information and produces asset-to-mission 

pairing recommendations that accomplish the mission while providing routes and coordination 

to reduce the risk from threats by avoiding surface-to-air threats, when possible, or by adding 

suppression assets, if available. The resulting recommendations are created significantly faster 

and more reliably than can be done by existing integrated fires methods.’4 

“The following pre-processing algorithm takes both static and dynamic input data and produces 

a set of possible assignments that meet initial feasibility conditions. The model’s input for 

minimum risk routing includes a directed network representing a “gridding” of the airspace 

across the area of responsibility, with an additional set of nodes that represent aircraft start and 

end locations for their assigned missions. The routing algorithm uses this network to produce 

a shortest path route for each pairing. Where “shortest” is defined as the route that minimizes 

a combination of distance travelled and time of exposure to threat WEZs, which will contribute 

to the reward coefficients for the asset-to-mission assignment problem.” Said Michael in his 

thesis.   

Training 

This aspect of military comes under constant criticism for being too predictable, unhelpful and 

unrealistic. The actions and reactions of the simulated enemy forces are deemed predictable 

and old. Existing AI capabilities for the creation of data can magnify the efforts of existing 

small opposing forces (OPFOR) and simulated enemy forces. An OPFOR AI learns when 

students begin to exhibit predictable patterns and where continuous mistakes are made, and 

simultaneously refines the training evolution to address those problems. AFCTC is one of the 

latest simulated training systems under production which involves augmented reality, mixed 

reality, virtual reality etc.  
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Walkme training platform  

WalkMe, is a software training platform, that uses AI to develop customized learning plans for 

users to take advantage of their talents and learning styles. The AI system guides the learner 

through the new software and adapts to the speed and depth of instruction to the learner’s 

abilities. WalkMe AI uses predictive analytics, which employs hundreds of different 

measurements collected in real time, to determine the chances that a user will continue a 

program or stop. The system could be used for general force readiness to encourage Marines 

and sailors to focus on fitness training and health programs while away from work.5 

LEADING COUNTRIES WITH AI / ML BASED NAVAL STRATEGIES 

US Navy 

The American Navy has to be the strongest navy in the world today. US is also leading 

regarding the investments related to AI. However, the integration of AI in military still has a 

slow pace even for the US and most of the navies in the world are still experimenting and 

testing such innovations. Similarly, we will now look at the near-future intentions of America. 

Hydroid6 proposes the REMUS series of unmanned underwater vehicles which could detect 

threats underwater that could go as deep as 6,000 m, using machine vision as well for 

surveillance above water. If clubbed with land-based systems it could indulge in launch mine 

countermeasure. 

L3 Technologies, Inc.7 offers the MK 332 Mod 0 High-Explosive, 4-Bolt Guided (HE-4G) 

projectile, part of the Advanced Low-Cost Munitions Ordnance (ALaMO) Guided Projectile 

program, which could help the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard improve accuracy and precision in 

attacking moving targets even at a long range. It would help the navy get hands on “smart” 

projectiles which can in turn be integrated into BAE Systems MK110 systems. Raytheon8 

offers the Naval Strike Missile (NSM), which could assist the Navy and other defense 

organizations with over-the-horizon defense using an AI-based guidance mechanism. The 

usage and functioning are not properly defined however it is said that NSM has the ability to 

identify targets in unfavorable conditions and perform “evasive maneuvers”, as well as “climb 

and descend” with the terrain. This being an “off-the-shelf” solution could be integrated into 

already in place equipment and infrastructure. Lockheed Martin Corporation9 claims to offer 

the Distributed Common Ground System (DCGS) Integration Backbone, or DIB which can 

assist in establishing a common data infrastructure. This software could be used for multiple 

intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance or ISR sensor systems worldwide with data from 

a variety of sources. This can help create an open data source, which will be the backbone of 

future integration of AI in Navy. The company says that the software could DIB support access, 

merge, and share intelligence data among DCGS users for more effective planning, decision-

making as well as confidence building.  
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These are the very few investment opportunities and contracts that the U.S. Navy has shown 

an inclination towards. It is all in for taking assistance from high-ranking leading AI corporates 

for renovation of the naval forces.  

People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) 

The Chinese military is receiving generous government investments for integration of AI. 

China has an ambitious plan to be the leading AI country by 2030s. In the military strategic 

report of 2019, we see that China aims to make efforts towards expanding the PLAN as well 

as the PLAAF (Airforce). This is due to its national interests in the South China Sea. “PLAN 

is speeding up the transition of its tasks from defense on the near seas to protection missions 

on the far seas, and improving its capabilities for strategic deterrence and counterattack, 

maritime maneuver operations, maritime joint operations, comprehensive defense, and 

integrated support, so as to build a strong and modernized naval force.” As mentioned in the 

report. The PLAA has significantly been downsized and the PLAAF and PLAN has been 

moderately increased. We can say that China is preparing for informationalized and intelligent 

warfare. 10 

The PLA Navy Pilot Recruitment Office and the PLA Naval Aviation University recently co-

hosted the first simulated flight contest of teen aviation cadets, with 39 members of 13 teams 

participating. The contest was live-streamed on the internet. About 50,000 netizens watched 

the contest and participated in the PLA Navy’s interactions for pilot recruitment. 11 Apart from 

such endeavors some of the cutting-edge technologies that China will own are mentioned 

below-12 

The Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs) 

China like the US is focused on developing large, smart, low-cost and multi-functional 

autonomous submarines that can perform tasks like reconnaissance to mine placement and even 

suicide attacks. Lin Yang, marine technology equipment director at the Shenyang Institute of 

Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, confirmed to the South China Morning Post this 

month that China is developing a series of extra-large unmanned underwater vehicles, or 

XLUUVs. 

Aircraft Carriers and Carrier-Based Aircraft-Third Carrier (Type 002) and Subsequent 

Carriers 

AI will also be used to speed up the development of China’s first nuclear-powered aircraft 

carrier, as a step to transform the PLAN into a blue-water force in the next five years. A March 

1, 2018, press report stated that China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation, or CSIC, said the 

shipbuilding group will redouble efforts to achieve technological breakthroughs in nuclear-
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powered aircraft carriers, new nuclear-powered submarines, quieter conventionally powered 

submarines, underwater artificial intelligence-based combat systems and integrated networked 

communications systems. The state-owned company also added that these breakthroughs are 

required for China's People's Liberation Army Navy, or PLAN, to enhance its capability to 

globally operate in line with the service's aim to become a networked, blue-water navy by 2025. 

Unmanned ‘Shark Swarm’ 

A Guangdong company has tested 56 unmanned boats and is working with the military to 

develop a "shark swarm" for sea battles and military patrols. These unmanned drone-like 

vessels can be used with high efficiency in escorting, mine sweeping, intelligence gathering 

and amphibious operations. The paper said "Once equipped with weapons, unmanned small 

combat vessels can attack the enemy in large numbers, similar to drones," Li Jie, a Beijing-

based naval expert, told the Global Times on Tuesday. (Global Times, "Unmanned 'Shark 

Swarm' To Be Used in Sea Battles, Military Patrols," People's Daily Online) 

Maritime Surveillance and Targeting Systems.  

China aims to deploy smart Anti-ship Cruise Missile for which they need over-the-horizon 

targeting capability.  ONI states that China is developing a wide array of sensors to sort through 

this complex environment and contribute to its maritime picture. The most direct method is 

reporting from the ships and aircraft that China operates at sea. These provide the most detailed 

and reliable information, but can only cover a fraction of the needed space. Numerous ground-

based costal radars have also been deployed for the same. The skywave OTH radar, a 

sophisticated sensor, provides awareness of a much larger area compared to conventional 

radars by bouncing signals off the ionosphere. The use of reconnaissance satellites also allows 

China to observe maritime activity literally anywhere on earth.  

Russian Navy 

The Russian government is slowly but surely incorporating AI into its military. National 

Strategy for the Development of Artificial Intelligence Through 203013 is a long-discussed AI 

based strategy that will guide the developments regarding the same. Putin also states that 

“the projects we are now considering must include practical solutions for combining 

infrastructure with drones and digital marine and air navigation, as well as use AI to streamline 

logistics.” There is less direct and detailed information on the workings and functions of the 

equipment and the system being put in place. However, we know that “the strategic missile 

troops received 80 new intercontinental ballistic missiles, 102 submarine-launched ballistic 

missiles and three Borei nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines. Twelve missile 

regiments have received the new Yars intercontinental ballistic missile. The number of long-

range high-precision weapons carriers has increased by 12 times, while the number of guided 
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cruise missiles increased by over 30 times “14. As mentioned by the president himself.  On 

March 1, 2018, Putin stated that Russia had developed an unmanned deep-sea vehicle that is 

capable of global-range travel and can carry nuclear weapons. These autonomous vehicles, 

dubbed Poseidon, are slated to join the Russian naval arsenal by 2027.  

The latest simulator facility with artificial intelligence elements has also come into operation 

in Yeisk in southern Russia to train naval pilots, the Russian Defense Ministry reported on 

Wednesday. The facility comprises the latest system of simulators for full-fledged training of 

the flight and ground personnel of the Russian Navy’s fighter, anti-submarine and deck-based 

aviation, the ministry said in a statement. "Six specialized classes have been equipped for naval 

pilots’ training and dynamic simulators of Ka-27M, Ka-29 and Ka-52K helicopters have been 

installed along with a multi-task trainer of the Su-30SM multi-role fighter,"15 the statement 

says. Two Borei-A-class strategic nuclear submarines which are less noisy and feature 

improved maneuvering, depth and armament control systems, for the Russian Navy will also 

be laid down soon, Russian Deputy Defense Minister Alexei Krivoruchko said in an interview 

with the Krasnaya Zvezda newspaper. Project 955A strategic missile-carrying underwater 

cruisers represent the fourth generation of nuclear-powered subs built for the Russian Navy.16  

The British Royal Navy 

The UK Navy has shown signs of ambitious incorporation of high-end AI technology into its 

forces. The UK's Defense and Security Accelerator (DASA) has announced contract awards 

worth a combined $1.3 million for AI projects that will help warships process data and give 

crews improved situational awareness.17 

Roke Manor Research’s (Roke) ‘STARTLE’ machine situational awareness software, will 

augment a vessel’s existing detection systems and make informed decisions based on the data 

it receives from those sensors. AI-based smart software like this helps in detecting threats and 

also recognizes behaviour patterns, run multi-agent-based simulations with deep learning 

techniques, and enable end-users to improve their Maritime Domain Awareness for rapid 

tasking, detecting, and tracking of non-cooperative vessels.  

Another such AI-based Min-Hunting Submersible is able to task autonomous submersibles 

with hunting underwater mines. This will be much quicker than the system currently in place 

and will also be able to make decisions about what to do with the threat detected. The Royal 

Navy’s Route Survey & Tasking Analysis (RSTA) project will adopt autonomous vehicles, 

open architectures and AI, with the intention to deliver an unmanned capability for routine 

mine countermeasure tasks in UK waters by the year 2022.18 

Another way to go about such developments is through bilateral cooperation and confidence 

building where two countries get familiar with each other’s military capabilities and also get 
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to use the technologies that are owned by the other country. Similarly, the shared aspirations 

of UK and U.S. navies are to develop and work with the concept of joint UK-US Development 

Squadrons (DEVRON). The Royal Navy and US Navy Digital & AI DEVRON will build on 

strong digital capabilities to develop AI/ML which supports fleet operations centers to tactical-

level units, and interoperability with joint service partners.19  

French Navy 

On 16 March, French Armed Forces Minister Florence Parly announced a dramatic increase in 

the country’s annual spend on artificial intelligence (AI) to €100m – a total of €1.5bn ($1.83bn) 

in public investment by 2022 – as part of France’s innovation drive to develop future weapon 

systems.20  

SEARCHMASTER a lightweight, modular version of Thales’s Active Electronically Scanned 

Array (AESA) antenna has multiple radar modes that offer superior tactical picture monitoring 

in high sea states and noise-dense coastal zones.21 It can also detect smaller and faster-moving 

objects. This promise has been realized in the transformative results seen by France’s naval 

evaluation unit during testing: the precision imagery delivered has delighted the client – fully 

meeting operator expectations and enhancing data reliability, ease of use, and 

maintainability. The radar is also designed to ‘futureproof’ navies’ MPA fleets, enabling them 

to take full advantage of the ‘smart functions’ coming from rapidly developing fields like Big 

Data and AI. The first upgraded ATL2s are expected to enter service in 2021, with a rapid 

programme of refits to be complete by 2024.    

Germany’s Minister for Education and Research Anja Karliczek has already stated that 

Germany and France could link up their data centers and collaborate on bilateral research 

programmes similar to the UK-US DEVRON initiative.  

CONCLUSION 

This issue brief mostly contains theoretical and probable changes regarding naval warfare in 

the near future. Apart from the theoretical strategies and plans there are numerous practical 

factors which may disrupt such future plans. While these initiatives should continue, countries 

need to pay attention to the practicality of these developmental plans. The world of AI largely 

relies on acquiring data. The more information an AI-based vessel has the more efficient it will 

be. Hence countries should start investing in open source libraries, software development kits 

etc. for unhindered growth. Another important requirement is comprehensive and detailed 

foundational algorithms as it will pave the way for further AI/ML related advancements. This 

is a tedious and lengthy process but an important one and should have started by now for most 

countries. AI and ML will only seep deeper into the DoD and will do wonders as long as the 

correct data is with the right people. 
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